Inspired by fields of poppies blooming in California, Poppy Mae mixes gloriously vibrant color with the fine detail of drawings from a botanical sketchbook. When Robin Pickens thought about what to draw for her Spoonflower Creat8 for Moda Contest submission, she chose to draw these poppies as a tribute to the mother who has always been her biggest cheerleader in pursuing her passion for art.

Vivid red mixes with pink, green, black and ivory in a sumptuous large-scale poppy print. An assortment of hand-drawn prints complete a collection that is perfect for quilts, home décor and accessories.
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1 Pattern 2 Colorways

RPQP SSS103/ RPQP SSS103G
Sliding Shoji Screen  Size: 60” x 74”

- Leaf 48600 15
- Leaf 48601 15
- Leaf 48602 15
- Leaf 48603 15
- Leaf 48604 15
- Leaf 48605 15
KIT48600/DLL 67/ DLL 67G  Pretty Runner  Size: 62½” x 20½”

48600 16  Charcoal

48601 16 Charcoal

48602 16 Charcoal

48604 16 Charcoal

48605 16 Charcoal

Delivery: Nov. 2016

- 100% Premium Cotton
- 20 Prints

JR’s, LC’s, MC’s and PP’s include two each of sku